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(54) Ladar enabled impact mitigation system

(57) A collision mitigation system is proposed which
makes use of forward mounted long range ladar sensors
and short range ladar sensors mounted in auxiliary lamps
to identify obstacles and to predict unavoidable collisions
therewith, and a duplex radio link in communication with
secondary vehicles, and a number of external airbags
deployable under the control of an airbag control unit, to
reduce the forces of impact on the host vehicle, second-
ary vehicles, and bipeds and quadrupeds wandering into
the roadway. A suspension modification system makes
use of headlight mounted long range ladar sensors and
short range ladar sensors mounted in auxiliary lamps to
characterize the road surface, identify road hazards, and
make adaptations to a number of active suspension com-
ponents, each with the ability to absorb shock, elevate
or lower the vehicle, and adjust the spring rate of the
individual wheel suspensions.
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Description

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The embodiments disclosed herein relate gen-
erally to 3-D image generation and the identification of
objects, tracking of objects, road hazard avoidance, and
impact mitigation. Many systems have been proposed to
meet the challenge of using optical imaging and video
cameras in a vehicle system to create 3-D maps of
scenes and models of solid objects, and to use the 3-D
database to navigate, steer, and avoid collisions with sta-
tionary or moving objects. Stereo systems, holographic
capture systems, and those which acquire shape from
motion, have all been proposed and in some cases dem-
onstrated, but what is lacking is a system with the capa-
bility of rapidly capturing 3-D images of objects and road-
way features in the path of a moving vehicle, or travelling
on an intersecting path, and which controls and adapts
the host vehicle so as to avoid collisions and road haz-
ards, steer the best path, while at the same time mitigat-
ing the impact and damage associated with any unavoid-
able collisions.

References to Related Art

[0002] The 3-D imaging technology disclosed in Stet-
tner et al, U.S. Patent Nos. 5,446,529, 6,133,989 and
6,414,746 provides with a single pulse of light, typically
pulsed laser light, all the information of a conventional 2-
D picture along with the third dimensional coordinates; it
furnishes the 3-D coordinates of everything in its field of
view. This use is typically referred to as flash 3-D imaging
in analogy with ordinary digital 2-D cameras using flash
attachments for a self contained source of light. As with
ordinary 2-D digital cameras, the light is focused by a
lens on the focal plane of the LADAR sensor, which con-
tains an array of pixels called a focal plane array (FPA).
In the case of a LADAR sensor these pixels are "smart"
and can collect data which enables a processor to cal-
culate the round-trip time of flight of the laser pulse to
reflective features on the object of interest. Each smart
pixel also collects data associated with the returning laser
pulse shape and magnitude. One value of these flash
LADAR sensors, as opposed to competing designs in
which one or more pixels is scanned over the field of
view, is the elimination of the precision mechanical scan-
ner, which is costly, high maintenance and typically large
and heavy. The pixels in the focal plane of a flash LADAR
sensor are automatically registered due to their perma-
nent positions within the array. Further, by capturing a
frame of data as opposed to one or a few pixels with one
laser pulse, the data rate is greatly increased while weight
and volume are reduced. Because each frame of data is
captured from the reflection of a short duration laser
pulse, moving objects or surfaces of stationary objects

may be captured from a moving platform without blurring
or distortion.
[0003] The driver and passengers of an automobile are
exposed to dangers from other vehicles and a number
of road hazards. In some cases, a crash is unavoidable
if the danger is presented suddenly, or the speed is too
high to allow for a stop or an evasive maneuver. In these
cases, it is important to lessen the damage caused by
an impact, and to reduce the severity of the impact. In
other cases, where road hazards are present, or when
sudden maneuver is imminent, adjustments to the sus-
pension of the vehicle may improve ride and driver con-
trol, and may prevent damage to the vehicle tires, sus-
pension, and undercarriage. To provide a reference for
acceleration levels during an automobile crash, a re-
search paper is referenced, entitled "Finite Element Fron-
tal Crash Analysis of NEV Vehicle’s Platform with Upper
and Sub Frame Body", by authors Byeong Sam Kim, et.
al., at the Department of Automotive Engineering, Hoseo
University, Asan, Korea. In this research paper the au-
thors perform a crash analysis of the upper body and sub
frame for the NEV electric car. The NEV vehicle front
platform assembly behavior when subjected to a frontal
crash at 30 mph is described in this article which uses a
finite-element analysis to model the behavior. One model
of a variable or adjustable suspension is the Citroen®
combined pneumatic and hydraulic vehicle suspension
which is well documented in a number of web videos,
articles, and patents. An excellent multimedia web de-
scription is at:

http://www.citroenet.org.uk/miscellaneous/hydrau-
lics/hydraulics-1.html, and a second is located at:
http://www.kolum-
bus.fi/∼w496119/xw/technica5.htm. A detailed video
description of the 2013 Citroen C5 Hydractive sus-
pension may be found at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuqJPurdR-
Jw. A new type of electromagnetic suspension
based on years of development by Bose is lo-
cated at:

http://www.extremetech.com/ex-
treme/97177-bose-active-suspension-
moves-toward -market/2, and a video pres-
entation may be viewed at:

ht-
tp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lyf4rf
T7bHU&feature=related. Finally, a
comparative discussion of active/semi-
active suspensions may be found at:

http://www.autozine.org/technical
school/suspension3.htm.

These references together give a context for the present
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invention, and supply background information on the op-
eration of the adaptive and active suspension systems
being developed by the automobile industry.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Automobile occupants are exposed to dangers
from other vehicles and road hazards. A crash may be
unavoidable if the danger is presented suddenly, or if
speed is too high to allow for a stop or an evasive maneu-
ver. In these cases, it is important to lessen the damage
caused by an impact, and to reduce the severity of the
impact. It is therefore desirable to provide a system which
uses a flash LADAR to generate 3D data describing ob-
jects and obstacles in the path of the automobile, and a
vehicle reaction capability to deploy airbags to mitigate
the effects of impact, and to make adjustments to the
vehicle suspension which may enhance driver control,
improve ride, and avoid damage to the tires, suspension,
and undercarriage of the vehicle. If more than one vehicle
is involved in the imminent collision, radio or infrared com-
munication may be established between the vehicles,
and the steering and braking systems of one or both of
the cars may be activated to alter the impact from a head-
on collision to an oblique, or glancing impact, thus mini-
mizing the rate of energy dissipated in an impact. The
prototypical system is mounted in a motor vehicle and
may synthesize 3-D solid object models from data sup-
plied by multiple ladar sensors and conventional 2D video
cameras with overlapping fields of view.
[0005] The embodiments disclosed herein provide a
system for crash mitigation, object and obstacle recog-
nition and avoidance, and ride and steering control im-
provements. The benefits are realized through the use
of a 3-D imaging facility, comprising a vehicle mounted
ladar system with an object detection and recognition
capability, an external airbag deployment system, and a
ride and suspension modification system. The vehicle
mounted ladar system may comprise a number of inde-
pendent ladar sensors connected to a central ladar sys-
tem controller which synthesizes the available data from
each of the independent ladar sensors into a composite
3D map of the area in the path of the vehicle and in some
cases, in a full 360 degree arc surrounding the vehicle.
In a preferred embodiment, conventional 2D still images
or video sequences may be used to improve the quality
of 3D solid models and scene maps. The multiple ladar
sensors each have an illuminating laser module which
may incorporate a semiconductor laser with a modulated
laser light output, or a pulsed solid state laser, and a
diffusing optic for illuminating a scene in the field of view
of the modular ladar sensor. Each ladar sensor also com-
prises a receiver module featuring a two dimensional ar-
ray of light sensitive detectors positioned at a focal plane
of a light collecting and focusing assembly. The ladar
sensor may be incorporated into a headlight, taillight, or
other auxiliary lamp assembly. The ladar sensor may also
be part of a backup light, rearview mirror assembly, or

mounted behind an opening in a bumper or grill assem-
bly. The individual ladar sensors rely on an array of light
sensitive detectors positioned at a focal plane of a light
collecting and focusing assembly (Focal Plane Array or
FPA). Each of the light sensitive detectors has an output
producing an electrical response signal from a reflected
portion of the laser light output. The electrical response
signals are connected to a readout integrated circuit with
a corresponding array of unit cell electrical circuits. Each
of the unit cell electrical circuits has an input connected
to one of the light sensitive detector outputs, an electrical
response signal demodulator, and a range measuring
circuit connected to an output of the electrical response
signal demodulator. The demodulator may be a voltage
sampler and analog shift register for storing sequential
samples of the electrical response signals, or it may com-
prise a mixer, integrator, or matched filter. The demod-
ulation may also take place external to the readout inte-
grated circuit, by a fast digital processor operating on a
sequence of digitized samples from each pixel. The fast
digital processor may employ algorithms which utilize
weighted sums of sequential analog samples, or use fast
Fourier transforms, convolution, integration, differentia-
tion, curve fitting, or other digital processes on the digi-
tized analog samples of the electrical response. The fast
digital processor may also employ algorithms which iso-
late or segment the roadway from other objects and ob-
jects from each other. Such objects may be automobiles,
bicycles, motorcycles , trucks, persons, animals, walls,
signs , road obstructions etc. These algorithms may com-
pute position and orientation, as well as object velocity.
Objects, their orientation, position and velocity may be
transferred to a central computer for further processing
and decision making. The unit cell may also incorporate
a trigger circuit, set to produce an output response when
the output of the demodulator exceeds a preset thresh-
old. The range measuring circuit is further connected to
a reference signal providing a zero range reference for
the modulated laser light output. The individual ladar sen-
sor may also incorporate a detector bias circuit connect-
ed to a voltage distribution grid of the detector array and
a temperature stabilized frequency reference. In some
collision scenarios, both vehicles may be equipped with
a radio link and may exchange information including po-
sition, velocity, vehicle weight, system status, etc., and
may cooperatively interact to reduce the impact of a col-
lision and lessen the destructive forces on the vehicles
and occupants therein.
[0006] The features, functions, and advantages that
have been discussed can be achieved independently in
various embodiments of the present disclosure or may
be combined in yet other embodiments, further details of
which can be seen with reference to the following de-
scription and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]
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FIG. 1 is a diagram of a typical collision threat sce-
nario with a first vehicle approaching a second ve-
hicle which has spun out on the road ahead;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of an unavoidable collision in
process wherein an external airbag deploys from a
first vehicle to lessen the peak impact forces on a
second vehicle;
FIG. 3 shows a second type of collision threat sce-
nario with a vehicle approaching a biped crossing a
thoroughfare in the direct path of the vehicle;
FIG. 4 shows the evolution of FIG. 3, as a second
type of unavoidable collision wherein an external air-
bag deploys from a vehicle to lessen the peak impact
forces on a biped;
FIG. 5 shows a third type of collision threat scenario
with a vehicle approaching a quadruped crossing a
thoroughfare in the direct path of the vehicle;
FIG. 6 shows a third type of unavoidable collision
wherein an external airbag deploys from a vehicle
to lessen the peak impact forces on a quadruped.
FIG. 7 shows a diagram of an externally deployable
airbag unit having a switchable gas venting system,
and suitable for mounting in a front bumper area of
an automobile;
FIG. 7A shows a partial cutaway view of the internal
construction of an electrically activated gas venting
valve;
FIG. 8 is a partial cutaway view of a continuously
variable gas venting system using a slide and over-
lapping slots.
FIG. 9 is a chart with two acceleration curves, one
curve for an unmitigated crash, and a second curve
showing the effects of the impact mitigation system
described herein;
FIG. 10 is a diagram of a double wishbone type motor
vehicle suspension assembly which features both
passive and active road adapting capability, and with
nominal ride height set by hydraulic pressure, pneu-
matic pressure, or by electromagnetic force;
FIG. 11 is a partial cutaway view of a double wish-
bone type motor vehicle suspension assembly which
features both passive and active road adapting ca-
pability and with nominal ride height set by a coil
spring.
FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a motor vehicle
equipped with ladar sensors and an impact mitiga-
tion system of the present type, and several types
of common road hazards;
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the passive adaption
capability of the motor vehicle suspension of a pre-
ferred embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a diagram showing the active adaption
capability of the motor vehicle suspension of a pre-
ferred embodiment;
FIG. 15 is a diagram showing a third scenario in
which vehicle stability and traction may be enhanced
by the active adaption capability of the motor vehicle
suspension;

FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing the configuration
of the ladar system, the individual ladar sensors, the
host vehicle electrical and optical systems, and the
several subsystems of the host vehicle supporting
the impact mitigation system;
FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing additional details
of the ladar system controller of FIG. 16, and the
interconnection of the ladar system controller to the
several ladar sensors installed on the vehicle;
FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing the configuration
and components of the individual ladar sensors of
FIGs. 16 & 17.
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram showing the config-
uration and components of the unit cell electronics
of the readout integrated circuit of FIG. 18.
FIG. 20 is an isometric view of the hybrid assembly
of the detector array and readout integrated circuit
described in FIGs. 18 and 19.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] This application contains new subject matter re-
lated to previous patents 5,696,577, 6,133,989,
5,629,524, 6,414,746, 6,362,482, D463,383, and U.S.
patent application serial no. 10/066340 filed on
01/31/2002 and published as US 2002/0117340 A1, the
disclosures of which are incorporated herein by refer-
ence.
[0009] The present invention is an impact mitigation
system enabled by a vehicle mounted ladar imaging sys-
tem. The impact mitigation can be an airbag deployment,
or a maneuver designed to reduce peak forces between
vehicles, or to crash as safely as possible. The system
may also adapt the suspension of the vehicle so as to
maintain traction on an irregular road surface, or to avoid
dangerous obstacles in the roadway. Each ladar imaging
system typically consists of multiple vehicle mounted la-
dar sensors. Each ladar sensor may have a system con-
trol processor with frequency reference and inertial ref-
erence, a system memory, a pulsed laser transmitter,
transmit optics, receive optics, an array of light detecting
elements positioned at a focal plane of the receive optics,
a detector bias converter for supplying bias voltage to
the light detecting focal plane array, a readout integrated
circuit, analog-to-digital converter circuits for producing
digital image data from the analog readout IC outputs, a
data reduction processor for adjusting and correcting the
image data, and an object tracking processor for segre-
gating, isolating, identifying, and tracking features and
objects in the corrected image database. When paired
with an intelligent vehicle system controller with external
airbags systems and active suspension controls, a sub-
stantial reduction in collision damage, and less frequent
and severe damage to the undercarriage of the vehicle
is expected. Each pixel in a focal plane array (FPA) of
the preferred ladar sensor converts impinging laser light
into an electronic signal whose magnitude is sampled in
time and stored in memory within the pixel. Each pixel
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also uses a clock to time the samples being taken in
response to the captured reflection of the laser light from
a target surface. A preferred embodiment may include a
two way radio/IR link between vehicles, over which raw
data, processed data, image data, object data, or com-
mands may be shared as way of creating a cooperative
least damage impact path for both vehicles. The ladar
sensor typically incorporates a hybrid assembly of focal
plane array and readout integrated circuit, and the rea-
dout IC is arranged as an array of unit cell electrical cir-
cuits, and each unit cell is arranged to be in an array of
identical spacing and order as the mating focal plane
array. The ladar sensor in a preferred embodiment is
capable of working in a flash mode as described above,
or in a multi-pulse mode, or in a pulsed continuous-wave
mode as the situation dictates. The impact mitigation sys-
tem incorporating the ladar sensor has a number of fea-
tures which enable full 3D object modeling and tracking,
as well as scene enhancements derived from the merg-
ing of 2D and 3D data bases and managing of both 3D
ladar sensors and conventional 2D video cameras.
[0010] FIG. 1 depicts a first embodiment of the impact
mitigation system installed on a first vehicle 2 involved
in a collision threat scenario with a second vehicle 8,
which is spunout and stationary in the roadway ahead.
The forward radiation pattern 6 of a long range ladar sen-
sor embedded in a headlight assembly of first vehicle 2
is shown by dashed lines where it intersects with the driv-
er’s side of second vehicle 8, which is positioned laterally
across the lane and the right edge of the roadway 9.
Second vehicle 8 obstructs part of the second lane of
traffic, but does not extend over the left edge of the road-
way 18. A second forward radiation pattern 7 from a sec-
ond long range ladar sensor embedded in a second head-
light assembly is shown overlapping first radiation pattern
6. The radiation pattern 12 of a short range ladar sensor
embedded in an auxiliary lamp assembly is shown pro-
jecting radially from a corner of first vehicle 2 and also at
the other three corners of first vehicle 2. First vehicle 2
also has a radio antenna 14 for communicating with sec-
ond vehicle 8 which also has a radio antenna 16 for re-
ceiving radio communications and transmitting respons-
es. Communication may also take the form of optical puls-
es.
[0011] FIG. 2 shows the evolution of FIG. 1 in a situa-
tion where first vehicle 2 is unable to stop in time to avoid
a collision with second vehicle 8. This scenario could
easily evolve on a rain-slickened or icy roadway, or in
the case of a second vehicle 8 emerging from a blind
alley perpendicular and to the right of the roadway edge
9. The headlight assembly 4 containing a long range ladar
sensor is shown on first vehicle 2. Also shown is the aux-
iliary lamp assembly 10 containing a short range ladar
sensor typically positioned at the four corners of first ve-
hicle 2. An external airbag 22 has been deployed from
airbag panel 20 mounted in the front bumper area of first
vehicle 2. The first vehicle 2 has determined an impact
is likely from analyzing object data developed from an

array of available data, including long range and short
range ladar sensors, video/still cameras, GPS or relative
position references, and two way communications with
second vehicle 8, and has deployed airbag 22 to reduce
the closing speed between the vehicles in an unavoidable
impact. It is also possible that second vehicle 8 by means
of a side sensor could detect the danger and deploy an
external side air bag. The situation would be similar to
Figure 2.
[0012] FIG. 3 shows a collision threat scenario involv-
ing first vehicle 2 and a biped 24 in the roadway 18 ahead.
Seen from a side view, first vehicle 2 has a conical radi-
ation pattern 6 emanating from a long range ladar sensor
embedded in headlight assembly 4, for example, and
which illuminates biped 24 and returns range data suffi-
cient to create a 3D model. The 3D range data derived
from the reflections of the modulated laser light allows
for some object identification to take place in a processor
of the impact mitigation system installed on first vehicle
2. Short range radiation pattern 12 issues from a short
range ladar sensor which is embedded in auxiliary lamp
assembly 10, and covers the ground immediately in front
of first vehicle 2. Auxiliary lamp assembly 10 in this dia-
gram is embedded in a corner mounted turn signal, as
depicted in Figure 1. An airbag system is contained in
airbag panel 20 located in the front bumper of first vehicle
2.
[0013] FIG. 4 shows a side view of the moment of im-
pact between first vehicle 2 and biped 24. Airbag 22 is
fully deployed and ready to absorb the impact to reduce
damage to the vehicle 2 and to soften the blow delivered
to biped 24. Front wheel 21 may actively lower to prevent
the possibility of first vehicle 2 knocking biped 24 over
and running over it or dragging it. Rear wheel 17 may
lower as well, or may remain in position. Also shown is
auxiliary lamp assembly 10, a tail light in this case, which
may have a short range ladar sensor embedded. Ladar
sensors may be mounted at many points on the vehicle
2; door panels, rear view mirrors, bumpers, etc. Rear
bumper 26 and door panels 19 may also have external
airbag systems as well which may be activated in the
event of a rear or side impact to first vehicle 2.
[0014] FIG. 5 shows a collision threat scenario involv-
ing first vehicle 2 and a quadruped 28 in the roadway 18
ahead. Seen from a side view, first vehicle 2 has a conical
radiation pattern 6 emanating from a long range ladar
sensor embedded in headlight assembly 4, and which
illuminates quadruped 28 and returns range data suffi-
cient to create a 3D model. The 3D range data derived
from the reflections of the modulated laser light allows
for some object identification to take place in a processor
of the impact mitigation system installed on first vehicle
2. Short range radiation pattern 12 issues from a short
range ladar sensor which is embedded in auxiliary lamp
assembly 10, and covers the ground immediately in front
of first vehicle 2. Auxiliary lamp assembly 10 in this dia-
gram is a corner mounted turn signal. An airbag system
is contained in airbag panel 20 located in the front bumper
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of first vehicle 2.
[0015] FIG. 6 at far right shows a side view of the mo-
ment just after impact between first vehicle 2 and quad-
ruped 28 has been upended and is rotating. Airbag 22 is
fully deployed and has been deployed in a manner to
ensure quadruped 28 is not run over and dragged by first
vehicle 2. The external airbag 22 has been fully vented
to minimize the impact on quadruped 28. Front wheel 21
suspension may actively compress and lower the front
of vehicle 2, so as to prevent the possibility of vehicle 2
knocking quadruped 28 over and running over it or drag-
ging it. Also shown is auxiliary lamp assembly 10, a tail-
light in this case, which may have a short range ladar
sensor embedded. First vehicle 2 travels forward in the
direction of arrow 30. At the left of FIG. 6, the collision
has evolved a bit further, with the quadruped 28 fully ro-
tated into a back-down position, resting on the hood of
vehicle 2 without crushing antenna 14.
[0016] FIG. 7 shows an isometric view of an airbag
panel 20 with an external airbag 22 compacted and
stored thereon, and having a series of remotely actuated
solenoid valves 23 mounted thereto. Each of the solenoid
valves 23 has a switchable air passageway with an exit
aperture 25 and electrical connections 27. In the case of
a full frontal collision with a second vehicle 8, the air pas-
sageways would be closed, and maximum energy ab-
sorption is the result. In the case of a collision with a biped
24 or quadruped 28, the valves may be opened by the
first vehicle 2 once the onboard computer processors
recognize the type of object which is likely to be impacted.
To adjust the gas flow resistance of the external airbag
22, 1, 2, or 3 valves may be opened, depending on the
size and density characteristic of the identified object.
FIG. 7A is a partial cutaway of a solenoid valve 23 show-
ing the internal working elements. The overall shape is
a cylindrical plug which may be mounted to panel 20 by
screwing threaded section 45 into airbag panel 20 until
shoulder 47 stops the advance. An air or gas passageway
inlet 29 communicates with an exit air or gas passageway
25 interrupted by clapper valve 31 which rotates on pivot
37. A fail-safe spring 43 forces the clapper valve 31 shut
when electrical power is lost, or when solenoid 39 is stuck
or non-operational. Valve seats 35 are machined to mate
with the tapered section 33 of clapper 31. A solenoid type
magnetic actuator 39 with a linear moving plunger 41
opens the clapper valve 31 when an electric current is
applied through electrical connections 27.
[0017] FIG. 8 is another embodiment of a gas venting
system for the external airbag 22. Airbag panel 20 is con-
figured with a series of slots 53 which may be covered
by solid sections of sliding plate 49, or opened to a par-
tially open position when the slots 51 and 53 are partially
overlapping. A maximum gas venting aperture is created
by the fully open position when the slots 51 of sliding
plate 49 are directly atop the slots 53 of airbag panel 20.
A U-shaped channel 59 at the bottom of airbag panel 20
guides sliding plate 49, and holds it in position to act as
a variable gas valve for venting external airbag 22 after

deployment. A second U-shaped channel (not shown) at
the top of airbag panel 20 retains and guides sliding plate
49, and retains it in position to be effective as a variable
aperture gas valve. A mechanical stop 61 keeps sliding
plate 49 from traversing beyond the fully closed position.
A spring force 55 from a failsafe spring (not shown) keeps
sliding plate 49 pressed against mechanical stop 61 in
normal operation, and the vents fully closed. In the event
of an anticipated collision with a biped 24 or quadruped
28, a linear force 57 from a linear actuator such as an
electromagnetic solenoid (not shown), moves the sliding
plate 49 open to the degree selected by the onboard air-
bag control unit.. The ability to vent the external airbag
22 with a continuously variable exit aperture formed by
a plurality of overlapping slots 51 and 53 gives the airbag
control unit a degree of freedom necessary to prevent
injury to bipeds 24 and quadrupeds 28 appearing sud-
denly in the roadway, while maintaining the maximum
airbag force for other vehicle-only type collisions.
[0018] The operations of the external airbag system
are conceptually simple; a central airbag control unit
(ACU) monitors the ladar sensors and a number of other
sensors within the vehicle 2, including accelerometers,
impact sensors, side (door) pressure sensors, wheel
speed sensors, gyroscopes, brake pressure sensors,
and seat occupancy sensors. When the requisite thresh-
old conditions have been reached or exceeded, the air-
bag control unit will trigger the ignition of a gas generator
propellant to rapidly inflate the airbag envelope. As the
vehicle 2 collides with another vehicle or obstacle and
compresses the bag, the gas escapes in a controlled
manner through venting holes. The airbag volume and
the size of the vents may be tailored to each vehicle 2,
to spread out the deceleration of the vehicle 2, and there-
by limit the forces of impact on the vehicle 2. The signals
from the various sensors are fed into the airbag control
unit (118 in FIG. 16), which determines from them the
projected angle of impact, the severity, or force of the
crash, and other variables. Depending on the result of
these calculations, the ACU 118 may also deploy internal
occupant restraint devices, such as seat belt pretension-
ers, internal airbags (including front internal airbags for
driver and front passenger, along with seat-mounted side
internal airbags, and "curtain" airbags which cover the
side glass). Each external airbag 22 as well as internal
occupant restraint device is typically activated with one
or more pyrotechnic devices, commonly called an initiator
or electric match. The electric match, which consists of
an electrical conductor wrapped in a combustible mate-
rial, activates with a current pulse between 1 to 3 amperes
in less than 2 milliseconds. When the conductor becomes
hot enough, it ignites the combustible material, which in-
itiates the gas generator. In an airbag, the initiator is used
to ignite solid propellant inside the airbag inflator. The
burning propellant generates inert gas which may inflate
an external airbag 22 in approximately 30 to 50 millisec-
onds. An external airbag 22 must inflate quickly in order
to be fully inflated by the time the forward-traveling vehi-
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cle 2 reaches the impact zone. The decision to deploy
an external airbag 22 in a frontal impact must be made
60-80 milliseconds prior to the anticipated time of the
crash, so the front bumper mounted external airbag(s)
22 may be fully inflated prior to the first moment of vehicle
contact.
[0019] FIG. 9 is an acceleration diagram of forces
transmitted through the subframe and upper frame of a
typical motor vehicle in a simulated crash. The results of
the simulation are plotted as acceleration curve 32 in
solid black lines, showing acceleration peaks in excess
of 12Gs (12 times the force of gravity, G = 9.8m/s2). With
the deployment of an external airbag, the expected ac-
celeration is plotted as dotted line 34, which initiates ear-
lier and shows acceleration peaks of approximately 8Gs.
The effect of the external airbag 22 deployment in a fron-
tal crash is expected to be the reduction in severity of the
impact as can be seen in the projected acceleration curve
34 as opposed to the original simulated acceleration 32.
[0020] FIG. 10 is a diagram of a suspension type com-
mon to many contemporary motor vehicles, the so-called
double wishbone suspension. In this suspension type,
two rigid A-arms, an upper A-arm 56, and a lower A-arm
46, support an upright 68 which carries the hub and wheel
36. The upper A-arm 56 and lower A-arm 46 are both in
the shape of a wishbone, with the open end of lower A-
arm 46 having a cylindrical pivot end 48 rotating about
the axis of shaft 50 which attaches through the frame of
the vehicle. Upper A-arm 56 also has a cylindrical pivot
end 58 rotating about a second shaft 50 connected
through the frame of the vehicle. The far end of the sec-
ond shaft then connects to the other open end of the
upper A-arm 56. The outer end of upper A-arm 56 con-
nects to upright 68 through a pivot bearing 66. The outer
end 42 of lower A-arm 46 connects to a lateral projection
40 of upright 68 through a pivot bearing 38. An active
suspension component 61 comprising a cylinder 54 and
piston 52 connects to lower A-arm 46 at pivot joint 44
and to the frame of the vehicle at pivot joint 64. The active
suspension component 61 connects to the vehicle frame
at pivot joint 64 by passing through the open end of upper
A-arm 56. A fitting 62 and umbilical 60 connect to the
vehicle control systems. Fitting 62 may be hydraulic,
pneumatic, or electrical, and may connect to the vehicle
hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical systems, or in some
embodiments to any two, or all three systems. Umbilical
60 may be an air hose, hydraulic fluid line, electrical con-
necting wires, or may comprise any two, or all three types
of connections. None of the steering linkages are shown
in the diagram of FIG. 10 for the sake of clarity. This
suspension system relies on hydraulic fluid and pneu-
matic pressure to set the nominal ride height as in the
Citroen Hydractive® suspension system. An electromag-
netic linear actuator with a coil and stator housed in the
body of cylinder 54 may act as an active damper. The
electromagnetic linear actuator operates in a manner
similar to the Bose® electromagnetic suspension de-
scribed in the references and is capable of modifying the

ride height, absorbing shock and converting the energy
of the shock to electrical energy, and elevating the vehicle
dynamically if required.
[0021] FIG. 11 shows a second embodiment of a var-
iable ride suspension system with a coil spring 70 pro-
viding the nominal ride height for the vehicle. Coil spring
70 mounts coaxially over the outside diameter of cylinder
54 of active suspension component 61. The tire 78, rim
76, and wheel 74 are partially cut away to give a better
view of the upright 68 and hub 72. Lower spring cup 75
is rigidly attached to piston 52 of active suspension com-
ponent 61 and engages with the bottom end of coil spring
70. Upper spring cup 73 engages with the top of coil
spring 70 and rests securely against the fender (not
shown) of the vehicle indicated by dashed line 77. Fitting
62 is repositioned to be accessible through the fender of
the vehicle, and umbilical 60 connects to the vehicle elec-
trical, pneumatic, and/or hydraulic systems. FIG. 11 does
not show any of the vehicle steering linkages in the in-
terests of clarity.
[0022] FIG. 12 shows a road hazard scenario involving
first vehicle 2 and a dip 82 in the roadway 18, a pothole
84 with an abrupt edge, and the side profile 80 of a 4" X
4" stick of lumber 86 which has fallen off the back of a
truck. Seen from a side view, first vehicle 2 has a conical
radiation pattern 6 emanating from a long range ladar
sensor embedded in headlight assembly 4 and which
illuminates the 4X4 in the distance and returns range
data sufficient to create a 3D model. The 3D range data
derived from the reflections of the modulated laser light
allows for some object identification to take place in a
processor of the impact mitigation system installed on
first vehicle 2. Short range radiation pattern 12 issues
from a short range ladar sensor which is embedded in
auxiliary lamp assembly (10 in FIG. 13) and covers the
ground immediately in front of first vehicle 2. The auxiliary
lamp assembly (10 in FIG. 13) in this diagram is a corner
mounted turn signal, though the ladar sensor may be
mounted in several other points on the vehicle. The dip
82 in the roadway 18 has been swept out by the long
range ladar sensor and previously identified. Dip 82 is
swept out a second time by a short range ladar sensor
with a wider angle of divergence, and a decision is made
by the navigation and suspension processor onboard first
vehicle 2, which typically runs autonomously, and which
may adapt the suspension continuously. The decision is
made to adapt the vehicle suspension to maintain contact
with the roadway and maintain maximum control of the
vehicle 2, and the result is shown graphically in FIG. 13.
[0023] In FIG. 13, the onboard suspension control sys-
tem, knowing the depth and shape of the dip 82, and the
spring rate of the coil spring or compressed air bearing
the vehicle load, may simply allow the suspension to pas-
sively track through the dip 82. For some types of dips
82, and some suspension characteristics, this may be an
optimum solution for the stability and control of the vehicle
2. In the case of a deep dip 82, or a soft sprung vehicle
suspension, it may be necessary to actively drive the left
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front wheel 21 lower by using an electrical impulse into
an active suspension component 61 as described in as-
sociation with FIGs. 10 & 11. In an alternative embodi-
ment, hydraulic fluid under pressure may be applied to
active suspension component 61, and used to drive the
left front wheel 21 lower into the dip 82. In a third embod-
iment, an impulse of compressed air is applied to an ac-
tive suspension component 61 in order to drive the left
front wheel 21 lower into the dip 82 in order to maintain
maximum traction and road contact. Further down the
road, a pothole 84 with an abrupt edge dictates a different
reaction from the active suspension system, and in the
distance, 4X4 80 requires an altogether different reac-
tion.
[0024] At the center of FIG. 14 is a side view of vehicle
2 traversing a particularly dangerous pothole 84 having
an abrupt edge at the terminus. A typical passive sus-
pension would track front wheel 21 down into the depth
of the pothole 84 and then violently impact the abrupt
terminal edge of the pothole 84. Rear wheel 17 also has
an active suspension component 61 which has tracked
through the dip 82 and is shown in the diagram still par-
tially extended as vehicle 2 exits the dip 82. Pothole 84
has been profiled in 3D by both a long range ladar sensor
embedded in headlight 10 and by a short range ladar
sensor embedded in auxliary lamp 10, and is therefore
well characterized, and a decision has been made to glide
over the pothole 84 on a planar path 88, and thus front
wheel 21 has been actively restrained from tracking down
into the depression of pothole 84, and in some cases,
might be partially retracted to avoid contact with the
abrupt edge of pothole 84. The front wheel 21 may be
actively restrained from descending by an active suspen-
sion component 61 in the suspension of the left front
wheel 21 of vehicle 2. At the far left of FIG. 14, vehicle 2
is negotiating a safe path over 4X4 80, by rapidly driving
front wheel 21 downward at a high enough rate to elevate
the front end of vehicle 2 sufficient to clear the obstacle
represented by the 4X4 80. Once the front end of vehicle
2 is slightly airborne, the front wheel 21 may be retracted
upward actively by the same active suspension compo-
nent 61 which is used to elevate the front end of vehicle
2, allowing front wheel 21 to clear an obstacle with a
height greater than the vertical elevation of the front end
of vehicle 2. A similar regimen may be employed using
an active suspension component 61 in the suspension
of rear wheel 17 to elevate the rear end of vehicle 2 as
it encounters the obstacle represented by 4X4 80. In
some cases, where the speed of the vehicle and the con-
ditions allow, the suspension may even be actively com-
pressed prior to initiation of a downward thrust from active
suspension component 61, allowing for a full travel of the
active suspension component 61, and therefore greater
vertical elevation of the front end of vehicle 2. All of these
vertical maneuvers described in FIGs. 12-14 assume
there are not better, or less disruptive maneuvers relying
solely on steering and/or braking to avoid or contain the
damage from road hazards, and would typically be used

as a secondary option in the event a simple lane change
would not be a viable solution. Avoiding damage from
road hazards can be key to avoiding damage to the chas-
sis and undercarriage of the vehicle 2, and to avoiding
accidents caused by a loss of control of the vehicle 2
such as might be expected from a blown out tire, shat-
tered suspension, or loss of steering.
[0025] FIG. 15 shows another scenario requiring a
slightly different type of suspension adjustment. Entering
a banked curve (9, 18) at high speed, vehicle 2 needs to
adjust the right side (outside of the curve 9) suspension
to be stiffer, i.e., a higher spring rate, and may need to
also lower the driver (left) side of the car. These actions
may prevent the car from diving lower into the outside of
the curve 9, and thus keep the weight distribution on the
four wheels evenly divided. This can be completed au-
tonomously by the vehicle 2 using the present active sus-
pension components 61 attached to each wheel. On the
right side of vehicle 2, a reduction in air volume may effect
an increase in spring rate in a manner similar to the re-
action of the Citroen® suspension system.. If the active
suspension component 61 is a solenoid, additional in-
ductance may give a higher spring rate. Additional in-
ductance may be provided for by electrically switching in
coils which have been pre-wound but not connected elec-
trically. However, the preferred method is to use a dy-
namic electrical controller which can give a stiffer ride by
reacting more forcefully to each deflection of the wheel
36 and control arms 46, 56 by applying increasing
amounts of current to the solenoid in opposition to the
natural movement of the wheel 36. An electrical impulse,
or a step in gas pressure, or a change in the pressure of
a hydraulic fluid may be used to lower the left side of the
vehicle 2 relative to the right side in a left hand turn. At
high speed, or when the curve is banked, the calculation
of the amount of lowering may be adjusted by an onboard
processor. The slope of the curve 92 is shown in the
cross section of dashed line AA, and the slope, or bank
has been fully mapped out by the radiation pattern 6 of
the long range ladar sensors embedded in each of the
steerable headlights 4. Unlike the example of the Citro-
en® suspension, which adapts the vehicle suspension
reactively to reduce roll, the ladar enabled suspension
modifying capability of the present invention allows the
suspension to be adjusted proactively, in advance of the
need, because of the 3D roadway sensing and modelling
capabilities.
[0026] FIG. 16 is a block diagram of a preferred em-
bodiment of the ladar enabled impact mitigation system.
A ladar system controller 104 communicates with all 6 of
the ladar sensors mounted on the vehicle. In a typical
installation, two long range units, LRU 1 94 and LRU 2
96 connect to ladar system controller 104 through a set
of bidirectional electrical connections 98. The electrical
connections 98 may also have an optical waveguide and
optical transmitters and receivers to transfer data, con-
trol, and status signals bidirectionally between long range
ladar sensors 94 and 96 to ladar system controller 104.
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Ladar system controller 104 also communicates with the
4 short range units, SRU 1 102, SRU 2 100, SRU3 106,
and SRU4 108, each through a set of bidirectional elec-
trical connections 110. The electrical connections 110
may also have an optical waveguide and optical trans-
mitters and receivers to transfer data, control, and status
signals bidirectionally between short range ladar sensors
102, 100, 106, and 108, to ladar system controller 104.
Each of the ladar sensor’s ladars may include data proc-
essors to reduce the processing load on the central proc-
essor; for example, developing the point cloud and iso-
lating/segmenting objects in the field of view and object
speed from the point cloud. A number (n) of conventional
2D still or video cameras 97 also connect to ladar system
controller 104, and are designed to overlap the fields of
view of the ladar sensors installed on the vehicle 2. Bi-
directional electrical connections 112 serve to transfer
3D data maps, status, and control signals between ladar
system controller 104 and the vehicle electrical systems
and central processing unit (CPU) 114. At the core of the
vehicle, an electronic brain may control all functioning of
the vehicle 2, and typically controls all other subsystems
and co-processors. The electronic brain, or central
processing unit (CPU 114) is here lumped together with
the basic electrical systems of the vehicle, including bat-
tery, headlights, wiring harness, etc. The vehicle suspen-
sion system 116 receives control commands and returns
status through bidirectional electrical connections, and
is capable of modifying the ride height, spring rate, and
damping rate of each of the four wheels independently.
An inertial reference 120 also has a vertical reference,
or gravity sensor as an input to the CPU 114. A global
positioning reference 122 may also be connected to the
vehicle CPU 114. The GPS reference 122 may also have
a database of all available roads and conditions in the
area which may be updated periodically through a wire-
less link. A duplex radio link 115 may also be connected
to CPU 114, and communicate with other vehicles 8 in
close range and which may be involved in a future impact,
and may also receive road data, weather conditions, and
other information important to the operations of the ve-
hicle 2 from a central road conditions database. The ve-
hicle 2 may also provide updates to the central road con-
ditions database via radio uplink 115, allowing the central
road conditions database to be augmented by any and
all vehicles 2 which are equipped with ladar sensors and
a radio link 115. A collision processor and airbag control
unit 118 connects bidirectionally to CPU 114 as well, re-
ceiving inputs from a number of accelerometers, brake
sensors, wheel rotational sensors, ladar sensors, etc.
and makes decisions on the timing and deployment of
both internal and external airbags 22. ACU 118 also con-
trols the venting of external airbags 22 through bidirec-
tional electrical connections to a number of vent controls
99 situated in the various external airbag units on the
vehicle 2.
[0027] FIG 17. shows additional details of the ladar
system controller 104 and interconnections to the suite

of ladar sensors. The ladar system controller 104 com-
prises a sensor interface 126, which transmits com-
mands to the short range ladar sensors SRU1-4 (100,
102, 106, and 108), and to the long range ladar sensors
LRU1 94, and LRU2 96. A fiber cable and wire harness
124 provides the physical media for the transfer of the
commands from the sensor interface 126 to the various
ladar sensors. 3D data and status signals are returned
from the various ladar sensors to sensor interface 126
through fiber cable and wire harness 124. Likewise, com-
mand signals are sent to a number (n) of 2D cameras
97, and status and image data are returned therefrom,
via wire harness 124 to ladar system controller 104. Each
long range sensor unit (94, 96) connects through a set
of bidirectional connections 98 which logically include the
transmitters and receivers within each long range sensor
unit (94, 96), the physical media of fiber cable and wire
harness 124, and the transmitters and receivers of sen-
sor interface 126. Each short range sensor unit
(100,102,106,108) connects through a set of bidirection-
al connections 110 which logically include the transmit-
ters and receivers within each short range sensor unit
(100,102,106,108), the physical media of fiber cable and
wire harness 124, and the transmitters and receivers of
sensor interface 126. Sensor interface 126 receives dig-
ital logic levels from scene processor 128 and control
processor 132 and conditions these signals for transmis-
sion over fiber cable and wire harness 124 to the various
ladar sensors installed on the vehicle 2. Sensor interface
126 may provide amplification, level adjustment, digital-
to-analog conversion, and electrical-to-optical signal
conversion for outbound signals from control processor
132 and scene processor 128 intended for one or more
of the various ladar sensors or 2D cameras installed on
the vehicle 2. Conversely, for inbound signals, sensor
interface 126 may provide amplification, level shifting,
analog-to-digital conversion, and optical-to-electrical
conversion for 3D or 2D data and status signals sent from
any one of the various ladar sensors or 2D cameras in-
stalled on the vehicle 2 and then provides these received
and/or converted signals to control processor 132 and
scene processor 128 as digital signals. Scene processor
128 combines the 3D frames received from each of the
operational ladar sensors into a composite 3D map of
the entire space directly in front of and surrounding the
vehicle 2 and may also merge the 3D map with 2D image
data received from a number (n) of 2D still or video cam-
eras 97 to provide enhanced resolution or object identi-
fication. Complete 3D maps of the area surrounding the
vehicle 2 are best enabled when the auxiliary, short range
sensors are installed. In a preferred embodiment, the six
ladar sensors comprised of 2 long range sensors and 4
short range sensors provide a full 360° field of view, and
a 3D map may be synthesized by scene processor 128
for the entire space surrounding and in front of, vehicle
2. Overlapping fields of view between long range sensors
may allow scene processor 128 to eliminate some shad-
ows in the far field pattern, or to gain additional shape
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data which may allow positive identification of an object
or obstacle in the path of the vehicle 2. Overlapping fields
of view between short range and long range sensors give
scene processor 128 additional shape information on any
feature or object in the combined field of view, as well as
a reduction of shadows, owing to the wider angles swept
out by the short range sensors. Control processor 132
receives status data from the ladar sensors indicating
laser temperature, transmitted laser pulse power and
pulse shape, receiver temperature, background light lev-
els, etc. and makes decisions about adjustments of glo-
bal input parameters to the various ladar sensors being
controlled. Global settings for detector bias, trigger sen-
sitivity, trigger mode or SULAR mode, filter bandwidth,
etc. may be sent from control processor 132 to a given
ladar sensor which may override the local settings orig-
inally set or adjusted by a local control processor residing
within a particular ladar sensor. A non-volatile memory
130 provides a storage location for the programs which
run on control processor 132 and scene processor 128,
and may be used to store status data and other data
useful at start-up of the system. A data communications
port 134 typically comprises an Ethernet port or Gigabit
Ethernet port, but may be a USB, IEEE1394, Infiniband,
or other general purpose data port, and is connected so
as to provide bidirectional communications between the
control processor 132 or the scene processor 128 and
the vehicle electrical systems and central processors 114
through connections 112. Data communications port 134
may also be a special purpose communications port spe-
cific to a vehicle manufacturer.
[0028] FIG. 18. is a block diagram a ladar sensor which
describes both long range ladar sensors 94 and short
range sensors 100 typical of the preferred embodiment.
Adaptations of the pulsed laser transmitter 146, transmit
optics 150, receive optics 152, and in some cases, pro-
grammable changes to the sampling circuitry of readout
integrated circuit 156 may be effected to provide range
enhancement, wider or narrower field of view, and re-
duced size and cost. The first embodiment provides a
128 X 128 detector array 154 of light detecting elements
situated on a single insulating sapphire substrate which
is stacked atop a readout integrated circuit 156 using a
hybrid assembly method. In other embodiments of the
design, M X N focal plane arrays of light detecting ele-
ments with M and N having values from 2 to 1024 and
greater are anticipated. The functional elements depicted
in FIG. 18 may first be described with respect to the el-
ements of a typical long range ladar sensor 94. A control
processor 136 controls the functions of the major com-
ponents of the ladar sensor 94. Control processor 136
connects to pulsed laser transmitter 146 through bidirec-
tional electrical connections (with logic, analog to digital
(A/D) and digital to analog (D/A) converters 144) which
transfer commands from system controller 136 to pulsed
laser transmitter 146 and return monitoring signals from
pulsed laser transmitter 146 to the system controller 136.
A light sensitive diode detector (Flash Detector) 148 is

placed at the back facet of the laser so as to intercept a
portion of the laser light pulse produced by the pulsed
laser transmitter 146. An optical sample of the outbound
laser pulse taken from the front facet of pulsed laser
transmitter 146 is routed to a corner of the detector array
154 as an automatic range correction (ARC) signal, typ-
ically over a fiber optic cable. The pulsed laser transmitter
146 may be a solid-state laser, monoblock laser, semi-
conductor laser, fiber laser, or an array of semiconductor
lasers. It may also employ more than one individual laser
to increase the data rate. In a preferred embodiment,
pulsed laser transmitter 146 is an array of vertical cavity
surface emitting lasers (VCSELs). In an alternative em-
bodiment, pulsed laser transmitter 146 is a disc shaped
solid state laser of erbium doped phosphate glass
pumped by 976 nanometer semiconductor laser light.
[0029] In operation, the control processor 136 initiates
a laser illuminating pulse by sending a logic command
or modulation signal to pulsed laser transmitter 146,
which responds by transmitting an intense pulse of laser
light through transmit optics 150. In the case of a solid
state laser based on erbium glass, neodymium-YAG, or
other solid-state gain medium, a simple bi-level logic
command may start the pump laser diodes emitting into
the gain medium for a period of time which will eventually
result in a single flash of the pulsed laser transmitter 146.
In the case of a semiconductor laser which is electroni-
cally pumped, and may be modulated instantaneously
by modulation of the current signal injected into the laser
diode, a modulation signal of a more general nature is
possible, and may be used with major beneficial effect.
The modulation signal may be a flat-topped square or
trapezoidal pulse, or a Gaussian pulse, or a sequence
of pulses. The modulation signal may also be a sinewave,
gated or pulsed sinewave, chirped sinewave, or a fre-
quency modulated sinewave, or an amplitude modulated
sinewave, or a pulse width modulated series of pulses.
The modulation signal is typically stored in on-chip mem-
ory 142 as a lookup table of digital memory words rep-
resentative of analog values, which lookup table is read
out in sequence by control processor 136 and converted
to analog values by an onboard digital-to-analog (D/A)
converter 144, and passed to the pulsed laser transmitter
146 driver circuit. The combination of a lookup table
stored in memory 142 and a D/A converter, along with
the necessary logic circuits, clocks, and timers 140 res-
ident on control processor 136, together comprise an ar-
bitrary waveform generator (AWG) circuit block. The
AWG circuit block may alternatively be embedded within
a laser driver as a part of pulsed laser transmitter 146.
Transmit optics 150 diffuses the high intensity spot pro-
duced by pulsed laser transmitter 146 substantially uni-
formly over the desired field of view to be imaged by the
long range ladar sensor 94. An optical sample of the
transmitted laser pulse (termed an ARC signal) is also
sent to the detector array 154 via optical fiber. A few
pixels in a corner of detector array 154 are illuminated
with the ARC (Automatic Range Correction) signal, which
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establishes a zero time reference for the timing circuits
in the readout integrated circuit (ROIC) 156. Each unit
cell of the readout integrated circuit 156 has an associ-
ated timing circuit which is started counting by an elec-
trical pulse derived from the ARC signal. Alternatively,
the flash detector 148 signal may be used as a zero ref-
erence in a second timing mode. Though the ARC signal
neatly removes some of the variable delays associated
with transit time through the detector array 154, additional
cost and complexity is the result. Given digital represen-
tations of the image frames, the same task may be han-
dled in software/firmware by a capable embedded proc-
essor such as data reduction processor 164. When some
portion of the transmitted laser pulse is reflected from a
feature in the scene in the field of view of the long range
ladar sensor 94, it may be incident upon receive optics
152, typically comprising the lens of a headlight assem-
bly, a parabolic reflecting lens within the headlight as-
sembly, and an array of microlenses atop detector array
154. Alternative embodiments use enhanced detectors
which may not require the use of microlenses. Pulsed
laser light reflected from a feature in the scene in the field
of view of receive optics 152 is collected and focused
onto an individual detector element of the detector array
154. This reflected laser light optical signal is then de-
tected by the affected detector element and converted
into an electrical current pulse which is then amplified by
an associated unit cell electrical circuit of the readout
integrated circuit 156, and the time of flight measured.
Thus, the range to each reflective feature in the scene in
the field of view is measurable by the long range ladar
sensor 94. The detector array 154 and readout integrated
circuit 156 may be an M X N or N X N sized array. Transmit
optics 150 consisting of a spherical lens, cylindrical lens,
holographic diffuser, diffractive grating array, or micro-
lens array, condition the output beam of the pulsed laser
transmitter 146 into a proper conical, elliptical, or rectan-
gular shaped beam for illuminating a central section of a
scene or objects in the path of vehicle 2, as illustrated in
FIG. 1.
[0030] Continuing with FIG. 18, receive optics 152 may
be a convex lens, spherical lens, cylindrical lens or dif-
fractive grating array. Receive optics 152 collect the light
reflected from the scene and focus the collected light on
the detector array 154. In a preferred embodiment, de-
tector array 154 is formed in a thin film of gallium arsenide
deposited epitaxially atop an indium phosphide semicon-
ducting substrate. Typically, detector array 154 would
have a set of cathode contacts exposed to the light and
a set of anode contacts electrically connected to the sup-
porting readout integrated circuit 156 through a number
of indium bumps deposited on the detector array 154.
The cathode contacts of the individual detectors of de-
tector array 154 would then be connected to a high volt-
age detector bias grid on the illuminated side of the array.
Each anode contact of the detector elements of detector
array 154 is thus independently connected to an input of
a unit cell electronic circuit of readout integrated circuit

156. This traditional hybrid assembly of detector array
154 and readout integrated circuit 156 may still be used,
but new technology may reduce inter-element coupling,
or crosstalk, and reduce leakage (dark) current and im-
prove efficiency of the individual detector elements of
detector array 154. In a preferred embodiment, the ele-
ments of detector array 154 may be formed atop a sub-
stantially monocrystalline sapphire wafer. Sapphire sub-
strates with a thin layer of substantially monocrystalline
silicon are available in the marketplace (SOS wafers),
and are well known for their superior performance char-
acteristics. A detector array 154 of APD, PIN, or PN junc-
tion detectors may be formed of a sequence of layers of
p-type and n-type silicon via epitaxial regrowth on the
SOS wafers. Boron and aluminum may be used as do-
pants for any of the p-type silicon epitaxial layers. Phos-
phorus, arsenic, and antimony may be used as dopants
for any of the n-type silicon epitaxial layers. Sapphire
substrates with a thin layer of substantially monocrystal-
line gallium nitride are also available in the marketplace
(GNOS wafers), and are well known as substrates well
suited to the fabrication of high brightness blue LEDs. A
detector array 154 of APD, PIN, or PN junction detectors
may be formed of a sequence of layers of p-type and n-
type gallium nitride (GaN) or indium gallium nitride (In-
GaN) via epitaxial regrowth on the GNOS wafers. Silicon
and germanium may be used as dopants for any of the
n-type GaN layers. In some cases, magnesium may be
used as a dopant for of the p-type layers in GaN. In a
further development, detector array 154 may be fabricat-
ed monolithically directly atop readout IC 156. Detector
array 154 may also be formed in a more conventional
manner from compounds of indium gallium arsenide, in-
dium aluminum arsenide, silicon carbide, diamond, mer-
cury cadmium telluride, zinc selenide, or other well known
semiconductor detector system. Readout integrated cir-
cuit 156 comprises a rectangular array of unit cell elec-
trical circuits, each unit cell with the capability of ampli-
fying a low level photocurrent received from an optoelec-
tronic detector element of detector array 154, sampling
the amplifier output, and detecting the presence of an
electrical pulse in the unit cell amplifier output associated
with a light pulse reflected from the scene and intercepted
by the detector element of detector array 154 connected
to the unit cell electrical input. The detector array 154
may be an array of avalanche photodiodes, capable of
photoelectron amplification, and modulated by an inci-
dent light signal at the design wavelength. The detector
array 154 elements may also be a P-intrinsic-N design
or N-intrinsic-P design with the dominant carrier being
holes or electrons respectively; in which case the corre-
sponding ROIC 156 would have the polarity of the bias
voltages and amplifier inputs adjusted accordingly. The
hybrid assembly of detector array 154 and readout inte-
grated circuit 156 of the preferred embodiment is shown
in FIG. 20, and the assembly is then mounted to a sup-
porting circuit assembly, typically on a FR-4 substrate or
ceramic substrate (not shown). The circuit assembly pro-
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vides support circuitry which supplies conditioned power,
a reference clock signal, calibration constants, and se-
lection inputs for the readout column and row, among
other support functions, while receiving and registering
range and intensity outputs from the readout integrated
circuit 156 for the individual elements of the detector array
154, and shown here in FIG. 18. Many of these support
functions may be implemented in RISC processors which
reside on the same circuit assembly. A detector bias con-
verter circuit 166 applies a time varying detector bias to
the detector array 154 which provides optimum detector
bias levels to reduce the hazards of saturation in the near
field of view of detector array 154, while maximizing the
potential for detection of distant objects in the field of view
of detector array 154. The contour of the time varying
detector bias supplied by detector bias converter 166 is
formulated by control processor 136 based on inputs
from the data reduction processor 164, indicating the re-
flectivity and distance of objects or points in the scene in
the field of view of the detector array 154. Control proc-
essor 136 also provides several clock and timing signals
from a timing core 140 to readout integrated circuit 156,
data reduction processor 164, analog-to-digital convert-
ers 160, object tracking processor 182, and their asso-
ciated memories. Control processor 136 relies on a tem-
perature stabilized frequency reference 168 to generate
a variety of clocks and timing signals. Temperature sta-
bilized frequency reference 168 may be a temperature
compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO), dielectric reso-
nator oscillator (DRO), or surface acoustic wave device
(SAW). Timing core 140 resident on control processor
136 may include a high frequency tunable oscillator, pro-
grammable prescaler dividers, phase comparators, and
error amplifiers.
[0031] Continuing with FIG. 18, control processor 136,
data reduction processor 164, and object tracking proc-
essor 182 each have an associated memory for storing
programs, data, constants, and the results of operations
and calculations. These memories, each associated with
a companion digital processor, may include ROM,
EPROM, or other non-volatile memory such as flash.
They may also include a volatile memory such as SRAM
or DRAM, and both volatile and non volatile memory may
be integrated into each of the respective processors. A
common frame memory 176 serves to hold a number of
frames, each frame being the image resulting from a sin-
gle laser pulse. Both data reduction processor 164 and
object tracking processor 182 may perform 3D image
processing, to reduce the load on a central processing
unit normally associated with ladar system controller 104.
There are two modes of data collection, the first being
SULAR, or a progressive scan in depth. Each laser pulse
typically results in 20 "slices" of data, similar to a CAT
scan, and each "slice" may be stored as a single page
in the common frame memory 176. With each pixel sam-
pling at a 2 nanosecond interval, the "slices" are each a
layer of the image space at roughly 1 foot differences in
depth. The 20 slices represent a frame of data, and the

sampling for a succeeding laser pulse may be started at
20 feet further in depth, so that the entire image space
up to 1000 feet in range or depth, may be swept out in a
succession of 50 laser illuminating pulses, each laser
pulse response consisting of 20 "slices" of data held in
a single frame entry. In some cases, the frame memory
may be large enough to hold all 50 frames of data. The
reduction of the data might then take place in an external
computer, as in the case of data taken to map an under-
water surface, or a forest with tree cover, or any static
landscape, where sophisticated post-processing tech-
niques in software may yield superior accuracy or reso-
lution. A second data acquisition mode is the TRIGGER
mode, where the individual pixels each look for a pulse
response, and upon a certain pulse threshold criteria be-
ing met, the 20 analog samples bracketing the pulse time
of arrival are retained in the pixel analog memories, and
a running digital counter is frozen with a nominal range
measurement. The 20 analog samples are output from
each pixel through the "A" and "B" outputs 158 of readout
integrated circuit 156, which represent the interleaved
row or column values of the 128 X 128 pixel of the present
design. The "A" and "B" outputs are analog outputs, and
the analog samples presented there are converted to dig-
ital values by the dual channel analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter 160. Interleaving the outputs means one of the
outputs ("A") reads out the odd numbered lines of the
readout IC 156, and the other output ("B") reads out the
even numbered lines of the readout IC 156. The digital
outputs 162 of the A/D converters 160 connect to the
inputs of the data reduction processor 164. A/D convert-
ers 160 may also be integrated into readout integrated
circuit 156. The digital outputs 162 are typically 10 or 12
bit digital representations of the uncorrected analog sam-
ples measured at each pixel of the readout IC 156, but
other representations with greater or fewer bits may be
used, depending on the application. The rate of the digital
outputs 162 depends upon the frame rate and number
of pixels in the array. In TRIGGER mode, a great deal of
data reduction has already transpired, since the entire
range or depth space may be swept out in the timeframe
of a single laser pulse, and the data reduction processor
164 would only operate on the 20 analog samples stored
in each unit cell in order to refine the nominal range meas-
urement received from each pixel (unit cell) of the array.
The data reduction processor 164 refines the nominal
range measurements received from each pixel by curve
fitting of the analog samples to the shape of the outgoing
laser illuminating pulse, which is preserved by the refer-
ence ARC pulse signal. In TRIGGER acquisition mode,
the frame memory 176 only needs to hold a "point cloud"
image for each illuminating laser pulse. The term "point
cloud" refers to an image created by the range and in-
tensity of the reflected light pulse as detected by each
pixel of the 128 X 128 array of the present design. In
TRIGGER mode, the data reduction processor serves
mostly to refine the range and intensity (R&I) measure-
ments made by each pixel prior to passing the R&I data
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to the frame memory 176 over data bus 174, and no
"slice" data or analog samples are retained in memory
independently of the R&I "point cloud" data in this acqui-
sition mode. Frame memory 176 provides individual or
multiple frames, or full point cloud images, to control proc-
essor 136 over data bus 172, and to an optional object
tracking processor 182 over data bus 178 as required.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 18, data reduction processor
164 and control processor 136 may be of the same type,
a reduced instruction set (RISC) digital processor with
hardware encoded integer and floating point arithmetic
units. Object tracking processor 182 may also be of the
same type as RISC processors 164 and 136, but may in
some cases be a processor with greater capability, suit-
able for highly complex graphical processing. Object
tracking processor 182 may have in addition to hardware
encoded integer and floating point arithmetic units, a
number of hardware encoded matrix arithmetic functions,
including but not limited to; matrix determinant, matrix
multiplication, and matrix inversion. In operation, the con-
trol processor 136 controls readout integrated circuit 156,
A/D converters 160, data reduction processor 164 and
object tracking processor 182 through a bidirectional con-
trol bus 170 which allows for the master, control proces-
sor 136 to pass commands on a priority basis to the de-
pendent peripheral functions; readout IC 156, A/D con-
verters 160, data reduction processor 164, and object
tracking processor 182. Bidirectional control bus 170 also
serves to return status and process parameter data to
control processor 136 from readout IC 156, A/D convert-
ers 160, data reduction processor 164, and object track-
ing processor 182. Data reduction processor 164 refines
the nominal range data and adjusts each pixel intensity
data developed from the digitized analog samples re-
ceived from A/D converters 160, and outputs a full image
frame via unidirectional data bus 174 to frame memory
176, which is a dual port memory having the capacity of
holding several frames to several thousands of frames,
depending on the application. Object tracking processor
182 has internal memory with sufficient capacity to hold
multiple frames of image data, allowing for multi-frame
synthesis processes, including video compression, sin-
gle frame or multi-frame resolution enhancement, statis-
tical processing, and object identification and tracking.
The outputs of object tracking processor 182 are trans-
mitted through unidirectional data bus 180 to a commu-
nications port 138, which may be resident on control proc-
essor 136. All slice data, range and intensity data, control,
and communications then pass between communica-
tions port 138 and a centralized ladar system controller
104, (FIG. 17) through bidirectional connections 98. Pow-
er and ground connections (not shown) may be supplied
through an electromechanical interface. Bidirectional
connections 98 may be electrical or optical transmission
lines, and the electromechanical interface may be a DB-
25 electrical connector, or a hybrid optical and electrical
connector, or a special automotive connector configured
to carry signals bidirectionally for the long range ladar

sensor 94 as well as electrical connections for a head-
lamp assembly which may have the long range ladar sen-
sor 94 embedded therein. Bidirectional connections 98
may be high speed serial connections such as Ethernet,
USB or Fibre Channel, or may also be parallel high speed
connections such as Infiniband, etc., or may be a com-
bination of high speed serial and parallel connections,
without limitation to those listed here. Bidirectional con-
nections 98 also serve to upload information to control
processor 136, including program updates for data re-
duction processor 164, object tracking processor 182,
and global position reference data, as well as application
specific control parameters for the remainder of the long
range ladar sensor 94 functional blocks. Inertial and ver-
tical reference 120 also provides data to the long range
ladar sensor 94 from the host vehicle 2 through the ve-
hicle electrical systems and CPU 114, bidirectional elec-
trical connections 112, and the ladar system controller
104 as needed (see FIG. 16). Likewise, any other data
from the host vehicle 2 which may be useful to the long
range ladar sensor 94 may be provided in the same man-
ner as the inertial and vertical reference data. Inertial and
vertical reference data may be utilized in addition to ex-
ternal position references by control processor 136,
which may pass position and inertial reference data to
data reduction processor 164 for adjustment of range
and intensity data, and to object tracking processor 182
for utilization in multi-frame data synthesis processes.
The vertical reference commonly provides for measure-
ment of pitch and roll, and is adapted to readout an ele-
vation angle, and a twist angle (analogous to roll) with
respect to a horizontal plane surface normal to the force
of gravity. The long range ladar sensor 94 typically em-
ploys a q-switched solid state laser, which produces a
single output pulse with a Gaussian profile if properly
controlled. The pulse shape of a solid state laser of this
type is not easily modulated, and therefore must be dealt
with "as is" by the long range ladar sensor 94 receiver
section. The operations of a short range ladar sensor 100
of the type which are typically embedded in an auxiliary
lamp assembly such as a taillight, turn signal, or parking
light are the same as the operations of the long range
ladar sensor 94 described above with some exceptions.
The short range ladar sensor 100 of the preferred em-
bodiment employs a semiconductor laser which may be
modulated in several ways, as opposed to the solid state
laser typically employed in a long range ladar sensor 94
of the preferred embodiment. The long range ladar sen-
sor 94 and short range ladar sensor 100 may differ only
in the type of laser employed and the type of laser mod-
ulation. The transmit optics 150 and receive optics 152
may also differ, owing to the different fields of view for a
long range ladar sensor 94 and a short range ladar sensor
100. Differences in the transmitted laser pulse modula-
tion between the long range ladar sensor 94 and short
range ladar sensor 100 may be accommodated by the
flexible nature of the readout IC 156 sampling modes,
and the data reduction processor 164 programmability.
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The host vehicle 2 may have a number of connector re-
ceptacles generally available for receiving mating con-
nector plugs from USB, Ethernet, RJ-45, or other inter-
face connection, and which may alternatively be used to
attach long range ladar sensors 94 or short range ladar
sensors 100 of the type described herein.
[0033] In the preferred embodiments described herein,
a number of digital processors have been identified,
some associated with the host vehicle (2), some associ-
ated with the ladar subsystem (3), and some associated
with the individual ladar sensors (3). The partitioning and
the naming of these various digital processors has been
made based on engineering judgment, but other parti-
tioning and naming conventions may be used without
changing the scope or intent, or affecting the utility of the
invention. Those processors associated with the vehicle;
the vehicle CPU 118, and the collision processor and
airbag control unit 114, may be combined in some future
embodiments. A combined vehicle CPU 118 and collision
processor and airbag control unit 114 may also incorpo-
rate ladar system controller 104, which is normally asso-
ciated with the ladar subsystem. The ladar system con-
troller 104 (including scene processor 128 and control
processor 132) may in some alternative embodiments
be eliminated as a circuit, and only the functions normally
performed by ladar system controller 104, as described
herein as contemplated for use with the present inven-
tion, would then be assumed by a more powerful vehicle
CPU 118. Likewise, the object tracking processor 182 of
the individual ladar sensor could be absorbed into the
vehicle CPU 114, as could other ladar sensor processors
such as the data reduction processor 164 and control
processor 136. This would follow a trend toward greater
centralization of the computing power in the vehicle. A
trend towards decentralization may also take place in
reverse, some alternative embodiments having ever
more of the processing power pushed down into the ladar
sensor subsystem. In other alternative embodiments,
perhaps in a robotic vehicle where only a single ladar
sensor might be installed, substantially all of the process-
ing power could be incorporated in the individual ladar
sensor itself. The term digital processor may be used
generically to describe either digital controllers or digital
computers, as many controllers may also perform pure
mathematical computations, or perform data reduction,
and since many digital computers may also perform con-
trol operations. Whether a digital processor is termed a
controller or a computer is a descriptive distinction, and
not meant to limit the application or function of either de-
vice.
[0034] Continuing with FIG. 18, the use of a semicon-
ducting laser in a preferred embodiment for a short range
ladar sensor 100 allows for tailoring of the drive current
to a VCSEL laser, one example of a semiconductor laser,
or any diode laser, so as to produce a Gaussian optical
pulse shape with only slight deviations. The VCSEL re-
sponse time is in the sub-nanosecond regime, and the
typical pulse width might be 5-100 nanoseconds at the

half power points. In the diagram of FIG. 18, the VCSEL
and laser driver would be part of the pulsed laser trans-
mitter 146, and the desired pulse or waveshape is itself
produced by a digital-to-analog converter 144 which has
a typical conversion rate of 200-300MHz, so any devia-
tions in the output pulse shape from the Gaussian ideal
may be compensated for in the lookup table in memory
142 associated with control processor 136, which serves
as the digital reference for the drive current waveform
supplied to the laser driver within pulsed laser transmitter
146 by the D/A converter. A Gaussian single pulse mod-
ulation scheme works well at short ranges, given the lim-
ited optical power available from a VCSEL laser. Extend-
ing the range of a VCSEL laser transmitter may be done
using more sophisticated modulation schemes such as
multi-pulse sequences, sinewave bursts, etc. The VC-
SEL laser and modulation schemes as described herein
with reference to short range ladar sensor 100 may be
used to replace the solid state laser in pulsed laser trans-
mitter 146 of the long range ladar sensor 94 to reduce
cost, size, power consumption, and/or enhance reliabil-
ity.
[0035] The unit cell electronics depicted in FIG. 19 is
well adapted to work with a Gaussian single pulse mod-
ulation scheme, and works advantageously with other
modulation schemes as well, including sequences of flat-
topped pulses, Gaussian, or otherwise shaped pulses.
These pulses may be of varying width and spacing, in
order to reduce range ambiguities, and may also be ran-
dom pulse sequences, or in other cases, Barker coded
pulse sequences. In the typical operation of a long range
ladar sensor 94 having a solid state laser producing a
single Gaussian output pulse, some portion of the pulsed
laser light reflected from a surface in the field of view of
the long range ladar sensor 94 is concentrated and fo-
cused by receive optics 152 and falls on an individual
detector element 180 of detector array 154. The individ-
ual element 180 is typically an avalanche photodiode,
but may be a PIN or NIP, or other structure. Each indi-
vidual element 180 of detector array 154 is formed in a
semiconducting film comprised of silicon, indium gallium
arsenide phosphide, aluminum gallium arsenide, indium
gallium nitride, or other semiconducting compound ap-
propriate to the wavelength of operation. Each individual
element 180 is biased with a voltage by a bias voltage
distribution network VDET 183. The reflected light signal
incident upon the individual detector element 180 is con-
verted to an electronic signal, typically a photocurrent,
and amplified by input amplifier 182, typically a transim-
pedance amplifier. The output of input amplifier 182 is
distributed to a trigger circuit 170 as well as a number of
analog sampling gates 190. The trigger circuit 170 is typ-
ically a threshold voltage comparator, set to trigger when
a pulse is received which exceeds a predetermined mag-
nitude, though other pulse detection schemes may be
used. After a programmable delay through delay circuit
198, the circular selector 192 is frozen by the logic tran-
sition of trigger circuit 170 output. Prior to the detection
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of a received pulse by trigger circuit 170, the sample clock
196 causes the state of circular selector 192 to advance,
enabling one of the sampling control outputs S1-S3,
which in turn causes a sampling of the input amplifier 182
output by one of the sampling gates 190. The number of
transitions of sample clock 196 are counted by counter
194, as the circular selector 192 outputs a logic transition
to counter 194 for every cycle of the sampling clock after
the release of the active low reset line 195. Circular se-
lector 192 may cycle through outputs S1-S3 in order, or
may have a different order, depending on the program-
ming. A second circular selector 192, and sample clock
196 may operate in parallel, along with counter 194, an-
alog sampling gates 190 and analog memory cells 188.
The combination of sample clock 196, counter 194, cir-
cular selector 192, sampling gates 190, and memory cells
188 may be termed a unit cell sampling structure 197,
indicated by the short dashed line border. Two, three, or
more of these sampling structures may be operated in
parallel on the output of input amplifier 182, with the ad-
vantages of such a structure to be described later in re-
gards to range ambiguity. Shown in FIG. 19 are three
sampling gates, and analog memory cells, but the
number may be several hundred or more on some rea-
dout ICs 156. Once all of the analog sample data has
been taken, a control command from the control proces-
sor 136 initiates a readout cycle by activating output con-
trol 184 and output amplifier 186 to readout the contents
of the analog memory cells 188 in a predetermined order.
[0036] In a typical short range ladar sensor 100, and
assuming a 1cm2 VCSEL array with a 5kW/cm2 power
density, and depending upon the reflectivity of the objects
in the field of view of short range ladar sensor 100, and
the responsivity and excess noise of the detector array
154, the effective range of a Gaussian single pulse mod-
ulation scheme might be in the range of 10-20 meters,
using a simple threshold detection technique. Without
resorting to a large VCSEL array, which might be expen-
sive and might require a large discharge capacitor to sup-
ply a large current pulse, more sophisticated modulation
and detection techniques can be used to create addition-
al processing gains, to effectively increase the signal-to-
noise ratio, and thus extend the range of the short range
ladar sensor 100 without requiring an increase in power.
In a first modulation scheme, which produces a Gaussian
single pulse modulation, a detection technique may be
employed which uses the digitized analog samples from
each unit cell electrical circuit, and processes these sam-
ples in a digital matched filter to find the centroid of the
received pulse, resulting in significant processing gain.
The processing gains resulting from this structure are
proportional to the square root of the number of samples
used in the filtering algorithm. For example, a unit cell
electrical circuit with 256 analog memory cells 188 could
yield a processing gain of 16 if all the available analog
samples were used in a matched filter algorithm, assum-
ing Gaussian single pulse modulation, and a normal
noise distribution. The term "processing gain" is used

here to describe the increase in effective signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) realized by performing the described opera-
tions on the voltage samples. Assuming the pulsed laser
light is distributed uniformly over just the field of view of
the receive optics 152, the effective range of the ladar
also increases as the square root of the transmitted pow-
er (or SNR), and an increase in range to 40-80 meters
could be the result. Single pulse Gaussian modulation
may be characteristic of either a solid state laser or a
semiconductor laser with a simple driver, and thus may
be an attribute of either a long range ladar sensor 94 or
a short range ladar sensor 100.
[0037] In a second modulation scheme, a VCSEL array
modulated with a series of Barker encoded flat-topped
or Gaussian pulses can be sampled by the unit cell elec-
tronics of FIG. 19 and analyzed by data reduction proc-
essor 164 for range and intensity estimates. In a third
modulation scheme, a VCSEL array modulated with a
pulsed sinewave allows for greater cumulative energy to
be reflected from a feature in a scene in the field of view
of either a short range ladar sensor 100 or a long range
ladar sensor 94 without an increase in peak power. Each
peak of a pulsed sinewave will have a separate reflection
from an object or feature in the scene in the field of view
of the ladar sensor (94, 100) and the unit cell electrical
circuit of FIG. 19 allows the ladar sensor receiver to re-
spond to the cumulative energy from many of these re-
flected pulses using a minimum of circuitry. The wave-
form in a preferred embodiment is a number of sinewave
cycles, and the number could be quite large, depending
on a number of factors. The receiver circuitry of the unit
cell electronics shown in FIG. 19 is capable of sampling
or of synchronously detecting the cumulative energy of
the returned pulse peaks. Two sampling modes may be
supported by the unit cell sampling structure shown in
FIG. 19. When taking analog samples of single pulse or
multi pulse sequences, wherein analog samples of an
incoming waveform are being sequentially taken, the
sampling impedance control 193 (Z) to the circular se-
lector 192 would be set to a minimum value. The sampling
frequency of sample clock 196 would also be selected
to produce 10 or perhaps 20, analog samples during each
pulse width. When the sampling impedance control 193
is set to a minimum, the sample controls S1, S2, S3...
turn on with full voltage during a sampling cycle. Since
each sampling gate 190 is a field effect transistor, in-
creasing the sample control voltage S1-S3 will increase
the gate-source voltage on the sampling FET, thus low-
ering the impedance of the channel between source and
drain, and setting the sampling gate impedance to a min-
imum. When the sampling gate 190 impedance is set to
a minimum, the storage capacitor serving as analog
memory cell 188 charges rapidly to the voltage present
at the output of input amplifier 182. This mode can be
termed "instantaneous voltage sampling" to distinguish
the mode from a second sampling mode, which is select-
ed when the sampling impedance control 193 is set to a
higher, or even maximum value. When the sampling im-
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pedance control 193 is selected for high impedance, or
maximum series resistance value, the outputs S1-S3
would be at or near minimum voltages when enabled,
resulting in a lower gate-source voltage across each of
the sampling gate FETs 190, and thus a higher sampling
gate series resistance in the channel between source
and drain of each sampling gate 190 FET. With the series
resistance of the sampling gates 190 set to high or max-
imum value, the effect is to cause an R-C filter to develop,
with the analog memory cell 188 storage capacitor per-
forming as an integrating capacitor. This second sam-
pling mode may be very useful when a sinusoidal mod-
ulation is applied to the pulsed laser transmitter 146 in
the case where the laser is a semiconductor laser, typi-
cally a high efficiency VCSEL. By applying a sampling
clock to the sampling gate 190 driven by S1, and which
is the same frequency as the sinusoidal modulation, a
sum frequency and a difference frequency will be in the
sampled signal, and the analog memory cell 188 storage
capacitor will filter out the sum frequency, and the differ-
ence frequency will be zero, leaving only a DC voltage
component, which will be a trigonometric function of the
phase difference. Over a number of cycles of the sinu-
soidal modulation from the output of input amplifier 182,
this DC voltage will emerge as the sine or cosine of the
phase difference. This phase difference is proportional
to the range to a reflecting surface. To improve the
processing gain, the second sampling gate driven by the
S2 signal is driven by the same sampling clock frequency,
but shifted by 90 degrees in phase, and the greater of
the two DC voltages, or a ratio of the two voltages, may
used to estimate phase, and thereby range. Typically, a
ratio is preferred, as it removes the variation in amplitude
of the incoming sinewave as an error term. This type of
detection relies on "In-phase" and "Quadrature-phase"
local references, and is often referred to as an "I&Q" de-
tection scheme. Thus, the sampling gates 190 can be
operated as instantaneous voltage samplers in a first
sampling mode, or as frequency mixers in a second sam-
pling mode, depending on the state of the sampling im-
pedance control 193, and the frequency applied by sam-
pling clock 196. In the first sampling mode, the shape of
a pulse or sequence of pulses may be acquired, and in
second sampling mode, a periodic waveform modulation
such as a sinewave, may be demodulated through the
frequency mixing effect and integration on a storage ca-
pacitor, resulting in a phase measurement and thereby
range. In a third modulation case, two and perhaps three
sinewaves of different frequencies are superimposed as
a modulation signal on a semiconductor laser, and the
received waveform output from input amplifier 182 is
sampled by 2 or 3 unit cell sampling structures 197 ar-
ranged in parallel, and operating at the 2 or 3 different
frequencies of the modulation signal. Each frequency is
demodulated and the phase measured by the unit cell
sampling structure tuned to the frequency of interest by
feeding the appropriate sampling frequency from sample
clock 196, typically a copy of the modulation frequency.

[0038] When measuring the phase of reflected laser
energy with respect to a transmitted laser sinewave mod-
ulation, certain limits must be observed. If the ladar
should have a maximum range capability of 150 meters
in free space, the total round trip delay from transmit to
receive would be around 1 microsecond. For the phase
measurement to be meaningful, the frequency of trans-
mission must therefore be less than 1MHz to avoid spatial
(distance) aliasing of targets at the 150 meter limit. In
other words, the further the target, the lower the frequen-
cy of modulation must be for a single modulation frequen-
cy phase measurement to be meaningful. In a conven-
tional sweep radar, the dwell time on the target is limited,
so return signals beyond the maximum design range of-
ten do not appear as aliased, or "ghost" signals at a short-
er apparent range. In the ladar of the instant invention,
the typical mode is a staring mode, and there is no sweep
of the illuminating beam or receiving antenna across the
target space. Therefore, in the ladar sensor (94,100) of
the present design, responses from targets beyond the
designed maximum range could produce an aliased re-
sponse (one in which the phase shift is greater than 2π).
A method for resolving these aliased, or "ghost" images
is to illuminate the target in a second or third transmission
with a slightly different frequency; for example .99MHz
versus the 1.0MHz in a first gated sinewave illuminating
pulse. If the target image remains at the same apparent
range, it is likely a real target at a range less than the
design maximum range limit. If the apparent range of the
target shifts at the second illuminating frequency, it is
likely the image is an aliased, or "ghost" image from a
target at a distance beyond the design maximum range
of the ladar sensor (94, 100). The ladar sensor (94, 100)
of the instant invention makes use of a frequency agile
transmitter which can rapidly tune from a first transmis-
sion frequency to a second transmission frequency, and
more if necessary. In a preferred embodiment, the unit
cell sampling structure 197 is doubled or tripled, and op-
erated in parallel, and two or three sinewave modulation
signals are superimposed on the semiconductor laser
transmitter. When using multiple frequency modulation,
the individual frequencies should not be simple harmon-
ics of each other; i.e., they should not be related by frac-
tions of low value integers. The ladar sensor (94, 100) in
a preferred embodiment makes use of a semiconductor
VCSEL laser, enabling the use of shaped single pulses,
shaped multiple pulses, shaped and encoded multiple
pulses, gated sinewave, gated chirped sinewave, and
multi-frequency gated sinewave modulation schemes. In
alternative embodiments, a low power semiconductor la-
ser may be electronically modulated, and the resulting
modulated optical output amplified by an optical amplifier.
By selecting a modulation regime appropriate to the par-
ticular scene or objects to be imaged, the flexible mod-
ulation capabilities of the present design result in a min-
imum sized pulsed laser illuminating source with maxi-
mum performance in range and resolution.
[0039] Figure 20 is a diagram showing the mating of
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detector array 154 with readout IC 156. Row amplifiers
206 and column amplifiers 204 allow the output from a
unit cell electrical circuit 208 to be output as part of a row
output or column output read cycle. All signals to and
from readout IC 156 are communicated through bond
pads 202 at the periphery of the ROIC 156. Atop each
unit cell electrical circuit 208 is an indium bump 210 which
is compressed and deformed under temperature and
pressure as part of the bonding process which mates
detector array 154 to readout IC 156. The indium bump
210 may instead be a low temperature solder bump,
which may be reflowed to permanently bond detector ar-
ray 154 to readout IC 156. The arrow shows the direction
of mating, and the top of detector array 154 shows the
grid pattern of an optional microlens array comprised of
lens elements 200 which collect and focus light into each
of the individual detector elements of detector array 154
formed on the anterior surface.
[0040] According to an aspect of the present disclosure
there is provided an impact mitigation system comprising:
a vehicle with a ladar sensor mounted thereto, an airbag
module with an airbag activation charge within, said air-
bag module mounted on a periphery of said vehicle, an
airbag control unit operably connected to activate said
airbag activation charge, and said ladar sensor compris-
ing; a receiving lens assembly, a laser transmitter with a
modulated laser light output and a diffusing optic for illu-
minating a scene in a field of view of said ladar sensor,
a two dimensional array of light sensitive detectors posi-
tioned at a focal plane of said receiving lens assembly,
each of said light sensitive detectors with an output pro-
ducing an electrical response signal from a reflected por-
tion of said modulated laser light output, a readout inte-
grated circuit with a plurality of unit cell electrical circuits,
each of said unit cell electrical circuits having an input
connected to one of said light sensitive detector outputs,
each unit cell electrical circuit having an electrical re-
sponse signal demodulator and a range measuring circuit
connected to an output of said electrical response signal
demodulator, said range measuring circuit further con-
nected to a reference signal providing a zero range ref-
erence for the said range measuring circuit, a detector
bias circuit connected to at least one voltage distribution
grid of said array of light sensitive detectors, a digital
processor connected to receive outputs from the range
measuring circuits and provide an input for the airbag
control unit, and a temperature stabilized frequency ref-
erence connected through the digital processor to pro-
vide clocking signals.
[0041] Optionally, the impact mitigation system further
comprises a duplex radio link connected to the digital
processor for interconnecting with a second digital proc-
essor in a second vehicle.
[0042] Optionally, the digital processor in the second
vehicle is connected through a duplex radio link.
[0043] Optionally, said airbag module is located in a
front bumper of said vehicle.
[0044] Optionally, said airbag module is located in a

rear bumper of said vehicle.
[0045] Optionally, said airbag module is located in a
side panel of said vehicle.
[0046] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises a
vertical cavity surface emitting laser formed in a semi-
conducting gain medium with at least one element se-
lected from the set of indium, gallium, arsenic, phospho-
rus.
[0047] Optionally, said modulated laser light output is
modulated with a waveform selected from the set of a
single Gaussian pulse profile, multiple Gaussian profile
pulses, a single flat-topped pulse profile, multiple flat-
topped pulses, a pulsed sinewave, and a chirped sine-
wave pulse.
[0048] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises an
optically pumped solid state laser formed in a gain me-
dium selected from the set of yttrium aluminum garnet,
erbium doped glass, neodymium doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet, and erbium doped yttrium aluminum garnet.
[0049] Optionally, said two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors is mounted directly to said readout
integrated circuit.
[0050] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
a headlight assembly.
[0051] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
an auxiliary lamp assembly selected from the set of a
turn signal, taillight, parking light, mirror assembly, and
brake light.
[0052] Optionally, said vehicle further has at least one
two dimensional imaging camera sighted to have a field
of view overlapping said field of view of said ladar sensor,
and said vehicle further having a digital processor capa-
ble of merging the data from said ladar sensor with data
from said at least one two dimensional imaging camera.
[0053] Optionally, said airbag module has a variable
venting aperture.
[0054] Optionally, said variable venting aperture is
controlled electrically.
[0055] Optionally, a venting aperture is selected to re-
duce the force of impact on a biped.
[0056] Optionally, a venting aperture is selected to re-
duce the force of impact on a quadruped.
[0057] According to a further aspect of the disclosure,
there is provided a proactive vehicle suspension system
comprising: a vehicle with a ladar sensor mounted there-
to, an active suspension component, and said active sus-
pension component attached to a suspension arm of at
least one wheel of said vehicle, and said active suspen-
sion component also attached to a chassis of said vehi-
cle, and said active suspension component able to ac-
tively raise or lower said wheel in response to a control
input, a suspension control processor providing said con-
trol input, and said ladar sensor comprising; a receiving
lens assembly, a laser transmitter and said laser trans-
mitter with a modulated laser light output and a diffusing
optic for illuminating a scene in the field of view of said
modular ladar sensor, a two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors positioned at a focal plane of said
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receiving lens assembly, each of said light sensitive de-
tectors with an output producing an electrical response
signal from a reflected portion of said modulated laser
light output, a readout integrated circuit with a plurality
of unit cell electrical circuits, each of said unit cell elec-
trical circuits having an input connected to one of said
light sensitive detector outputs, each said unit cell elec-
trical circuit having an electrical response signal demod-
ulator and a range measuring circuit connected to an
output of said electrical response signal demodulator,
said range measuring circuit further connected to a ref-
erence signal providing a zero range reference for the
said range measuring circuit, and a detector bias circuit
connected to at least one voltage distribution grid of said
array of light sensitive detectors, a digital processor con-
nected to receive outputs from the range measuring cir-
cuits and provide an input for the suspension control proc-
essor, and a temperature stabilized frequency reference
connected through the digital processor to provide clock-
ing signals.
[0058] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises a
semiconductor laser formed in a semiconducting gain
medium with at least one element selected from the set
of indium, gallium, arsenic, phosphorus.
[0059] Optionally, said modulated laser light output is
modulated with a waveform selected from the set of a
single Gaussian pulse profile, multiple Gaussian profile
pulses, a single flat-topped pulse profile, multiple flat-
topped pulses, a pulsed sinewave, and a chirped sine-
wave pulse.
[0060] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises an
optically pumped solid state laser formed in a gain me-
dium selected from the set of yttrium aluminum garnet,
erbium doped glass, neodymium doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet, and erbium doped yttrium aluminum garnet.
[0061] Optionally, said two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors is mounted directly to said readout
integrated circuit.
[0062] Optionally, said control input is selected from
the set of a gas pressure, a hydraulic pressure, an elec-
trical current, and an electrical voltage.
[0063] Optionally, said two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors is formed in a semiconducting film
having an element selected from the set of silicon, indium,
gallium, arsenic, phosphorus, aluminum, boron, antimo-
ny, magnesium, germanium, and nitrogen.
[0064] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
a headlight assembly.
[0065] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
an auxiliary lamp assembly selected from the set of a
turn signal, taillight, parking light, and brake light.
[0066] Optionally, said electrical response signal de-
modulator comprises: an input amplifier with an output
connected to a trigger circuit; a series of analog sampling
gates, each sampling gate with an associated analog
memory cell, and each of said sampling gates connected
to an output of said input amplifier, a sample clock con-
trolling the timing of each of said sampling gates, a se-

lector for selecting each of said sampling gates in se-
quence, a counter for counting the number of samples,
an output amplifier with an input connected to each of
said analog memory cells, an output control for selecting
a sequence of said analog memory cell contents to be
output through said output amplifier, and wherein an input
of an analog to digital converter is connected to said out-
put amplifier, an output of said analog to digital converter
is connected to an input of a digital processor and said
analog to digital converter produces a sequence of dig-
itized analog samples of said electrical response signal,
and said digital processor is programmed to demodulate
said electrical response signal by operating on the se-
quence of digitized analog samples using a digital
processing algorithm.
[0067] Optionally, said electrical response signal de-
modulator comprises: an input amplifier with an output
connected to a first input of a phase comparator, said
phase comparator having a phase reference signal con-
nected to a second input, and an output of said phase
comparator connected to the input of an integrator, said
integrator having an integrator output with an output volt-
age indicative of the difference in phase between said
first input and said second input of said phase compara-
tor.
[0068] Optionally, said vehicle further has at least one
two dimensional imaging camera sighted to have a field
of view overlapping said field of view of said ladar sensor,
and said vehicle further having a digital processor capa-
ble of merging the data from said ladar sensor with data
from said at least one two dimensional imaging camera.
[0069] According to a further aspect of the disclosure,
there is provided a road surface compensating system
comprising: a vehicle with a ladar sensor mounted there-
to,an active suspension component, and said active sus-
pension component attached to a suspension arm of at
least one wheel of said vehicle, and said active suspen-
sion component also attached to a chassis of said vehi-
cle, and said active suspension component able to ac-
tively raise or lower said wheel in response to a control
input, a suspension control processor, and said ladar
sensor comprising; a receiving lens assembly, a laser
transmitter and said laser transmitter with a modulated
laser light output and a diffusing optic for illuminating a
scene in the field of view of said modular ladar sensor,
a two dimensional array of light sensitive detectors posi-
tioned at a focal plane of said receiving lens assembly,
each of said light sensitive detectors with an output pro-
ducing an electrical response signal from a reflected por-
tion of said modulated laser light output, a readout inte-
grated circuit with a plurality of unit cell electrical circuits,
each of said unit cell electrical circuits having an input
connected to one of said light sensitive detector outputs,
each said unit cell electrical circuit having an electrical
response signal demodulator and a range measuring cir-
cuit connected to an output of said electrical response
signal demodulator, said range measuring circuit further
connected to a reference signal providing a zero range
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reference for the said range measuring circuit, and a de-
tector bias circuit connected to at least one voltage dis-
tribution grid of said array of light sensitive detectors, and
a temperature stabilized frequency reference connected
to provide clocking signals.
[0070] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises a
semiconductor laser formed in a semiconducting gain
medium with at least one element selected from the set
of indium, gallium, arsenic, phosphorus.
[0071] Optionally, said modulated laser light output is
modulated with a waveform selected from the set of a
single Gaussian pulse profile, multiple Gaussian profile
pulses, a single flat-topped pulse profile, multiple flat-
topped pulses, a pulsed sinewave, and a chirped sine-
wave pulse.
[0072] Optionally, said laser transmitter comprises an
optically pumped solid state laser formed in a gain me-
dium selected from the set of yttrium aluminum garnet,
erbium doped glass, neodymium doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet, and erbium doped yttrium aluminum garnet.
[0073] Optionally, said two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors is mounted directly to said readout
integrated circuit.
[0074] Optionally, said control input is selected from
the set of a gas pressure, a hydraulic pressure, an elec-
trical current, and an electrical voltage.
[0075] Optionally, said two dimensional array of light
sensitive detectors is formed in a semiconducting film
having an element selected from the set of silicon, indium,
gallium, arsenic, phosphorus, aluminum, boron, antimo-
ny, magnesium, germanium, and nitrogen.
[0076] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
a headlight assembly.
[0077] Optionally, said ladar sensor is integrated into
an auxiliary lamp assembly selected from the set of a
turn signal, taillight, parking light, and brake light.
[0078] Optionally, said electrical response signal de-
modulator comprises: an input amplifier with an output
connected to a trigger circuit; a series of analog sampling
gates, each sampling gate with an associated analog
memory cell, and each of said sampling gates connected
to an output of said input amplifier, a sample clock con-
trolling the timing of each of said sampling gates, a se-
lector for selecting each of said sampling gates in se-
quence, a counter for counting the number of samples,
an output amplifier with an input connected to each of
said analog memory cells, an output control for selecting
a sequence of said analog memory cell contents to be
output through said output amplifier, and wherein an input
of an analog to digital converter is connected to said out-
put amplifier, an output of said analog to digital converter
is connected to an input of a digital processor and said
analog to digital converter produces a sequence of dig-
itized analog samples of said electrical response signal,
and said digital processor is programmed to demodulate
said electrical response signal by operating on the se-
quence of digitized analog samples using a digital
processing algorithm.

[0079] Optionally, said electrical response signal de-
modulator comprises: an input amplifier with an output
connected to a first input of a phase comparator, said
phase comparator having a phase reference signal con-
nected to a second input, and an output of said phase
comparator connected to the input of an integrator, said
integrator having an integrator output with an output volt-
age indicative of the difference in phase between said
first input and said second input of said phase compara-
tor.
[0080] Having now described various embodiments of
the disclosure in detail as required by the patent statutes,
those skilled in the art will recognize modifications and
substitutions to the specific embodiments disclosed
herein. Such modifications are within the scope and in-
tent of the present disclosure as defined in the following
claims.

Claims

1. An impact mitigation system comprising:

a vehicle with a ladar sensor mounted thereto,
an airbag module with an airbag activation
charge within, said airbag module mounted on
a periphery of said vehicle,
an airbag control unit operably connected to ac-
tivate said airbag activation charge,
and said ladar sensor comprising;
a receiving lens assembly,
a laser transmitter with a modulated laser light
output and a diffusing optic for illuminating a
scene in a field of view of said ladar sensor,
a two dimensional array of light sensitive detec-
tors positioned at a focal plane of said receiving
lens assembly, each of said light sensitive de-
tectors with an output producing an electrical re-
sponse signal from a reflected portion of said
modulated laser light output,
a readout integrated circuit with a plurality of unit
cell electrical circuits, each of said unit cell elec-
trical circuits having an input connected to one
of said light sensitive detector outputs, each unit
cell electrical circuit having an electrical re-
sponse signal demodulator and a range meas-
uring circuit connected to an output of said elec-
trical response signal demodulator, said range
measuring circuit further connected to a refer-
ence signal providing a zero range reference for
the range measuring circuit,
a detector bias circuit connected to at least one
voltage distribution grid of said array of light sen-
sitive detectors,
a digital processor connected to receive an out-
put from the range measuring circuit and provide
an input for the airbag control unit,
and a temperature stabilized frequency refer-
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ence connected through the digital processor to
provide clocking signals.

2. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 further com-
prising a duplex radio link connected to the digital
processor for interconnecting with a second digital
processor in a second vehicle.

3. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
airbag module is mounted to said vehicle in a location
selected from the set of a front bumper, a rear bump-
er, and a side panel.

4. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
laser transmitter comprises a vertical cavity surface
emitting laser formed in a semiconducting gain me-
dium with at least one element selected from the set
of indium, gallium, arsenic, phosphorus.

5. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
modulated laser light output is modulated with a
waveform selected from the set of a single Gaussian
pulse profile, multiple Gaussian profile pulses, a sin-
gle flat-topped pulse profile, multiple flat-topped
pulses, a pulsed sinewave, and a chirped sinewave
pulse.

6. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
laser transmitter comprises an optically pumped sol-
id state laser formed in a gain medium selected from
the set of yttrium aluminum garnet, erbium doped
glass, neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet,
and erbium doped yttrium aluminum garnet.

7. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
ladar sensor is integrated into a headlight assembly.

8. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
ladar sensor is integrated into an auxiliary lamp as-
sembly selected from the set of a turn signal, taillight,
parking light, mirror assembly, and brake light.

9. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
vehicle further has at least one two dimensional im-
aging camera sighted to have a field of view over-
lapping said field of view of said ladar sensor, and
said vehicle further having a digital processor capa-
ble of merging the data from said ladar sensor with
data from said at least one two dimensional imaging
camera.

10. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
airbag module has an electrically controlled variable
venting aperture.

11. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 wherein said
vehicle further has at least one two dimensional im-
aging camera sighted to have a field of view over-

lapping said field of view of said ladar sensor, and
said vehicle further having a digital processor adapt-
ed to merge the data from said ladar sensor with
data from said at least one two dimensional imaging
camera.

12. The system of claim 1 wherein said electrical re-
sponse signal demodulator comprises:

an input amplifier with an output connected to a
trigger circuit;
a series of analog sampling gates, each sam-
pling gate with an associated analog memory
cell, and each of said sampling gates connected
to an output of said input amplifier,
a sample clock controlling the timing of each of
said sampling gates,
a selector for selecting each of said sampling
gates in a sequence,
a counter for counting the number of samples,
an output amplifier with an input connected to
each of said analog memory cells,
an output control for selecting a sequence of
said analog memory cell contents to be output
through said output amplifier,
and wherein an input of an analog to digital con-
verter is connected to said output amplifier, an
output of said analog to digital converter is con-
nected to an input of a digital processor and said
analog to digital converter produces a sequence
of digitized analog samples of said electrical re-
sponse signal, and said digital processor is pro-
grammed to demodulate said electrical re-
sponse signal by operating on the sequence of
digitized analog samples using a digital process-
ing algorithm.

13. The impact mitigation system of claim 1 further com-
prising an active suspension component, and said
active suspension component attached to a suspen-
sion arm of at least one wheel of said vehicle, and
said active suspension component also attached to
a chassis of said vehicle, and said active suspension
component able to actively raise or lower said wheel
in response to a control input.

14. The system of claim 13 wherein said control input is
selected from the set of a gas pressure, a hydraulic
pressure, an electrical current, and an electrical volt-
age.
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